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New Website Feedback/Suggestions
Jason - We have had comments regarding the strip of b&w
thumbnails- people are asking where the other stories are.
Most of the feedback UR has received was related either the cache or
the sticky navigation.
Kevin Shoffner - the only complaint I’ve heard is that for the past 10
years they’ve been told that everything had to be “above the fold.”
Lyda - it is on my todo list to put a link on the brandguide to a study
that shows that “above the fold” is no longer the norm. Scrolling is
now expected.
Sean - can we add a new section on the Faculty/Staff page for Safety &
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Police.
Todd - suggested adding Spartan Alert on the current students page.
Lyda - the other request came from the AVC of facilities. She would
like facilities to be linked from the faculty/staff page.
Andrew - currently, you can get to facilities through
Administration/Business Affairs/Facilities.
Sean - we should probably link to facility operations page from the
faculty staff.
IOC agreed to put the facility operations link on the faculty/staff page
because it is actionable. This will be put under Campus Services. We
will create a section for safety. We’ll move environmental health and
safety link to the safety section and add spartan alert and emergency
telephone numbers.
Sean - while we are moving things, we should move the
workshop/professional development calendar to the employee
information section. Should be renamed Workshop & Events
Registration. Agreed by IOC.
Andrew - we are still working on the home page performance. In
addition, we are turning images that are easily “

“ are “

“. We will

continue to look at this when we start doing more responsive design.
Andrew - using beta.uncg.edu, we developed the sticky navigation to
extend beyond the page. We did this to make it “feel” like a window
element and not a page element.
Bo - we have told other people they cannot do this.
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Andrew - the standard is to go beyond the page.
Sean - is it the fact that it only appears on the homepage a valid
enough reason to have a separate set of rules?
Lyda - I’m inclined to wait and see if the complaints about this sticky
nav calms down before we create issues for us later. We can revisit
this issue at the next meeting.
Bo - my concern is that we have been firm with other developers we
can’t simply just do it ourselves.
Lyda - the site is going to evolve. I’m only suggesting that we don’t do
it today.
Kevin M - the homepage is the top of the hierarchy and deserves
increased privileges.
Todd - we can write up a proposal for the Chancellor to approve. At
the end of the day, the homepage is her page.
Discussion ensued regarding the evolving technologies of the
website. As we move towards a responsive web design, we are going
to have to update/change the unit website requirements.
Todd - it would be a good idea to put a working group together to look
at responsive web design and how the unit website requirements will
change. We’ll revisit this at the next meeting.

Mobile Apps
In the upcoming months we will be looking at the mobile apps. There
will need to be a formal process for requests.
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The UNCG mobile app is in the app store now.
At a future meeting, we will need to discuss future development.
UNCG Frontrow(athletics) - iPad app, UNCG app - phone app.

Maps
University Relations has worked on an aggregated page for the maps
we have developed.
Lyda showed a PDF of the proposed page.
Andrew- can we use trade gothic for headers - can we use trade gothic
for the campus maps.
Lyda - it’s a design decision. We are using Georgia for the headings.
Andrew - how are you handling the “links require pdf reader” to
comply with ADA. “Download Acrobat Reader” needs to be before the
pdfs.
Kevin - can we change the title of the maps to yellow to coincide with
the other pages.
Lyda - we will do that.
The center for women’s health would like to include their map to
nursing areas on campus. We can easily include this.
Todd- we could add the layer to Richard’s map.
Sean - if we can, we should be able to add the accessibility layer.
Discussion ensued. IOC agreed we should include both. We can link to
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the pdf of the nursing mother’s map.
Kevin M will ask Richard about adding the accessibility and the nursing
mother’s map.

Next Meeting
May 22, 2013 - Forney 205

